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Wage worries

A bill might save Western money by
suspending the prevailing wage page 3
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Students
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out to
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page 12

Toppers hopes for NCAA glory crushed
after Sun Belt Conference loss page 16
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Speed limit
closer to
increasing

WKU 67, ASU 76

Changes may happen in July
By Katie Brandenburg
Herald reporter

A college commute might take less time if a
new speed limit bill can motor through Kentucky
legislature.
The House of Representatives passed a bill
which would allow the Secretary of Transportation
to increase the speed limit on interstate highways
from 65 to 70 mph. The vote was 69 to 27.
The bill originated in the Senate, where it
passed Feb. 20. It must now go back to the
Senate because of amendments made in the
House.
Sen. Brett Guthrie, R-Bowling Green, sponsored the bill. He previously said the highways
were originally designed to accommodate speeds
of 75 mph and higher.
Rep. Jim DeCesare, R-Bowling Green, voted
for the bill. He said Kentucky is the only state on
Interstate 65 that doesn’t have a 70 mph speed
limit.
Improvements in car safety and wider, safer

Greg Barnette/Herald
Junior forward Crystal Kelly is called for a foul during the Lady Toppers’ Sun Belt Women’s Quarterfinals game in
Lafayette, La. The Lady Toppers committed 22 fouls during their loss.

Lafayette letdown

See Speed,

Lady Toppers ousted in SBC quarterfinals
The Lady Toppers looked poised to bury
Arkansas State (20-11, 12-7 SBC West Division)
LAFAYETTE, La. — The Lady Toppers ended when Lady Indian senior forward and first team
up somewhere they did not expect to be at the all-Sun Belt performer Adrianne Davie went to the
beginning of this week.
bench with three fouls with 10 minutes remaining
They went to class Monday.
in the first half.
No. 3-seeded Western fell to No. 6-seeded
The Lady Toppers were never able to attack the
Arkansas State 76-67 in the quarterfinals
post while Davie was out, with junior
of the Sun Belt Conference Tournament
forward Crystal Kelly getting just two
Saturday night.
touches inside.
“It’s extremely disappointing to bring
Kelly scored 11 points before Davie
a basketball team down here and have
went to the bench. Western took a 36-34
that kind of performance in the second Go online for a lead into halftime.
photo gallery
round of the conference tournament,”
Cowles said Kelly should have been
coach Mary Taylor Cowles said. “This is
more involved in that situation.
wkuherald.com
something I have never been exposed to,
“I think that was a big factor in the
losing in the second round of the conferfirst half,” she said. “Our girls needed to
ence tournament.”
understand how badly we needed to do that. We
The loss is the earliest exit for the Lady Toppers had to get the ball to Crystal.”
(20-8, 14-5 SBC East Division) from the conferAn unemotional Lady Topper team entered
ence tournament in the Cowles era.
the second half as the lead went back and forth
Western got off to a promising start, taking a
See Letdown, page 11
10-2 lead in the first five minutes of the game.
By David Harten
Herald Reporter

Box score
1
ASU
WKU

2

F

34 72 — 76
36 31 — 67

Lady Indians (20-11)
Sims 19, Davie 17, Starr 11,
Carter 11, Smith 11, Hiles 4,
Anderson 2, Taylor 1.
Lady Topppers (20-8)
Kelly 21, Rich 18, Duck 12,
Brown 7, Marshall 4, Shouse
4, Zaragoza 1.
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Campus
crimes vary
by building
PFT has most campus crimes
By Christina Allen
Herald reporter

Age and gender can influence who commits
crimes, according to experts. The same might be
true on the Hill.
Crimes in dorms, especially property crimes,
can have a lot to do with who lives in those
dorms.
There has been only one more crime reported
in Pearce-Ford Tower than in Barnes-Campbell
Hall so far this school year. But Barnes has less
than half the number of residents living there.
Some officials say the difference might be
caused by the fact that Barnes houses only freshmen men, a demographic that tends to commit
more crimes.
Students have reported 25 crimes in PFT so
far for this school year, according to crime reports
See Crimes,

page
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Disabled students find
Western’s Hill accessible
and playing wheelchair rugby.
Matt Davis, coordinator of
But Scott said his difficulties Student Disability Services, said
at Western aren’t very different students who use wheelchairs
from those
can succeed
of other stuat Western.
Go online for a
dents.
D a v i s
photo gallery
“It’s pretsaid there’s
ty much the
www.wkuherald.com an accessame as everysible shuttle
body else,” he
that runs the
said. “The Hill. Parking and the campus loop and goes to South
Hill.”
Campus.
Scott is a social work major
Students are often apprehenwho hopes to work as a parole sive about coming to Western
officer or at a rehabilitation cen- because of the way the campus
ter for spinal cord injuries.
He enjoys working on cars
See Disabled, page 7

Construction, parking hinder accessibility
By Christina Allen
Herald reporter

Rob Scott has to get up the
Hill, hunt for a parking spot and
get to class on time.
The Bowling Green sophomore does all his daily tasks
from his wheelchair.
Scott sustained a spinal cord
injury while serving in the Army
in 1998, and he uses a wheelchair to get around campus.
He faces challenges when
dealing with construction around
campus, and sometimes has
trouble finding a place to park.

On Thursday

Architects have finished a
preliminary design for the Van
Meter Hall renovation.
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Tues.

50º
37º

Wed.

62º
33º

Sarah Dudik/Herald
Rob Scott makes his way to class in the Academic Complex, where the majority of his
classes are, from the handicapped parking spaces by Mass Media and Technology Hall.

Thurs.

58º
36º
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Fri.

67º
51º
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No Herald. Enjoy Spring Break!
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Street harmony

DAY

By the numbers

132

The force, in pounds, of
the strongest shark bite
force ever recorded.

350
The force of the
strongest human bite
force ever recorded.
source: nicefacts.com

Photo by Carl Kiilsgaard
With “Street Scene” performing in front of them on the stage, the true un-sung hereos of the opera sat in almost
complete darkness for two-and-a-half hours. The orchestra played four nights of accompaniment to the period piece,
which was cowritten by Langston Hughes. The seats were filled in the fine arts center each night.

WHAT’S
t

GOING ON

u Student Health Fair, 2 p.m. today,
Preston Center
u Concert: Lee Harvey, noon today,
Java City
u Lecture: Filmmaker Angela Shelton,
7 p.m. today, Mass Media and
Technology Hall auditorium
u Passport to Wellness Series: “In
a Bind & Way Behind, Come See
Us to Unwind,” 6 p.m. today, Health
Services
u French horn studio recital, 7 p.m.
today, fine arts center recital hall
u Imagewest open house, 9
a.m. tomorrow, Mass Media and
Technology Hall

Crime reports

Reports

Arrests

uLauren Lewis, Patton Way,
reported criminal mischief in the
third degree in the South Campus
lot on March 1 when she discovered
her car stereo had been damaged.
The value of the damaged property
was $250.
uRobin N. Tinker, Dining
Services, reported a theft of more
than $300 in RedZone on Feb.
27 when she discovered a large
RedZone rug bearing the restaurant’s logo had been stolen. The
value of the theft was $350.

uChristina D. Reynolds, Poland
Hall, was arrested on charges of
possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and
operating a motor vehicle under
the influence of drugs on March 2.
She was released from the Warren
County Regional Jail on March 3
on a court order.
uSeth L. Armstrong, Frankfort,
was arrested on charges of alcohol
intoxication in a public place on
March 2. He was released from
Warren County jail the same day on

time served.
uMatthew A. Groves, Franklin,
was arrested on charges of speeding and driving under the influence on March 2 on University
Boulevard. He was released from
Warren County jail the same day on
a $1,000 surety bond.
u Ryan N. Westbay, Louisville,
was arrested on charges of speeding, possession of marijuana and
driving under the influence of drugs
on March 2 in Diddle lot. He was
released from Warren County jail
the same day on a $750 unsecured
bond.

uMichael K. Glass, Louisville,
was arrested on charges of possession of marijuana and possession
of drug paraphernalia on Feb. 28 in
McCormack Hall. He was released
from Warren County jail on March
1 on a $1,000 unsecured bond.
uAdrian J. Preston, Scottsville,
was arrested on charges of driving under the influence and disregarding a traffic control device
on March 1 on Creason Street
and University Boulevard. He was
released from Warren County jail
the same day on a $750 unsecured
bond.
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LOCATIONS

The Learning Center Presents:

aCademiC advantage series: WorkshoPs For suCCess

GREENWOOD 10
2625 Scottsville Road

GREAT ESCAPE 12

The Academic Advantage Series is a program of workshops designed and perfected by qualified presenters
from all over campus just for WKU students. Each program will include invaluable topic content, a handout
for future reference, and a giveaway item for all attendees. The series is sponsored by The Learning Center
(of the Academic Advising and Retention Center), Student Support Services (of the TRIO programs), the
Academic Center for Excellence (of the College of Health and Human Services), and the Gordon Ford College
of Business.

323 Great Escape Drive

782-3112

NOW SHOWING!

RENO 911: MIAMI WILD HOGS

toDaY anD tomorroW’s WorkshoP!

Writing strategies for
in-cLass essaYs anD exams
Presenter: dr. Jane FiFe, dePartment oF english
tuesday, marCh 6
1:30P-2:30P
Wednesday, marCh 7
5:30P-6:30P & 7:00P-8:00P
duC a330
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Catch the Best Movie’s at
the Best Place in Town!
www.greatescapetheatres.com

The Learning CenTer is a program of The aCademiC advising and reTenTion CenTer of WesTern KenTuCKy universiTy
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tuesday

State government

Bill could cut down
on building costs

of the pay scale make about
$26 an hour, said Rep. Jim
Western could save millions DeCesare, R-Bowling Green,
of dollars if a new bill passes in who proposed the bill.
Repealing the prevailing
state legislature.
The House bill would repeal wage temporarily is a way to
prevailing wage laws for state deal with Kentucky’s financial
education institutions from crisis, DeCesare said.
“I don’t have a problem with
2007 until 2010.
That would let Western pay people getting paid what they’re
construction workers less, said worth, but you can’t convince
Doug Ault, director of planning, me that a laborer is worth $26
an hour,” he said.
design and construction.
There are positives and negOn average, prevailing
wages are 17 percent higher atives to prevailing wages, said
Bowling Green resident Jim
than regular wages, Ault said.
Projects from 2007 to 2010 Skaggs, who owned a construchave been budgeted for about tion company for 34 years and
$151 million based on prevail- is a member of the Council on
Post-Secondary Education.
ing wages now, he said.
Paying prevailing wages
Western has nine projects
costs Western
planned
to
more money,
start between
but it doesn’t
2007
and
hurt contrac2010.
tors, he said.
“It’s
a
“It
did
big chunk of
not in any
change,” Ault
way reduce
said.
my profit or
Buildings
my ability to
can
be
make a profenlarged or
it,” Skaggs
upgraded
if
Western
— Rep. Jim DeCesare said.
Paying
spends less
R-Bowling Green
higher wages
money than
also helps hire
expected on
better workers and get a better
labor, he said.
Prevailing wage laws let the quality product, he said.
Wages have been increased
government set the minimum
wage for employees who work because of union and special
on government construction interest activeness and local
contractors’
complacency
projects, Ault said.
Workers on the low end in the wage-setting process,
By Katie Brandenburg
Herald reporter

“I don’t have a problem
with people getting paid
what they’re worth, but
you can’t convince me
that a laborer is worth
$26 an hour.”

Speed
Continued

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

from front page

roads, make the increase a safe
option, DeCesare said.
Changes will probably take
place in July if the bill passes
and is approved by the governor, Transportation Cabinet
Spokesman David Devers said.
Speed limit increases will
probably happen in rural areas,
as opposed to urban areas,
where traffic congestion would
make an increase dangerous,
he said.
City Commissioner Brian
Strow said the decision would
have little effect on city government because state police
officers patrol highways instead
of city police.
“We’re not getting revenue
off speeding tickets,” Strow
said.
He said he personally liked
the idea of an increased speed
limit because it made traveling
to visit family in Georgia and
Illinois faster.
Rep. Charlie Hoffman, D-

Georgetown, said he voted
against the bill because it would
contradict his highway safety
advocacy.
Hoffman has supported various safety measures, such as
the primary enforcement of seat
belt laws, which allows police
officers to pull over drivers who
they see not wearing a seat
belt.
“I feel that increased speed
on the highways would raise
our death tolls,” Hoffman said.
He said people already break
speed limits, and the change
would allow them to feel comfortable driving at even faster
speeds.
Hoffman said he’s also concerned about increased energy
consumption that a speed limit
increase might cause.
There are some rural areas
where an increase in the speed
limit might not have a negative
outcome, Hoffman said. But this
isn’t the time for the debate.
“It wasn’t worth the risk at
this point,” Hoffman said.
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thursday

Skaggs said.
Rep. Adam Koenig, RErlanger, said the bill would
save schools and taxpayers
money.
“I think saving taxpayers
money is a good thing,” Koenig
said.
That extra money might be
spent on lower tuition or tax
breaks, he said.
Prevailing wages are set by
hearings in senatorial districts
every 18 months, said Jim
Zimmerman, executive director of workplace standards in
the Department of Labor.
Companies are invited to
submit their wages for projects
of more than $250,000 at the
hearings, he said.
Those wages are divided
into different areas of expertise.
The wage for each area that
the majority of contractors use
is set as the prevailing wage,
Zimmerman said.
Prevailing wages are usually higher than the market
price because hearings tend to
be dominated by union contractors, he said.
Independent
companies
often don’t participate because
they don’t want to publicly
release what they pay their
workers, Zimmerman said.
They fear that competitors will
use that information to steal
workers from them.
Reach Katie Brandenburg
at news@wkuherald.com.

Go online for
multimedia and
stories you didn’t
see in today’s
paper.
wkuherald.com
121309-11 WKU CEO

1/31/07

3:10 PM

Page 1 Ken Bickel Brown Disk 74.5:HH100ME/WKU Adrenaline AD Mod:

Reach Katie Brandenburg
at news@wkuherald.com.

I M A G E W E S T

OPEN HOUSE
Drop-kick coffee

Blackbelt demos

Kung-fu fun

Wednesday,
March 7th
9am-4pm
Mass Media
& Tecnnology Hall
Rm. 331
Award Winning
Internships

Creative Minds Powerful Ideas
The Only Student-run Advertising and Public Relations Agency in the Nation

www.wku.edu/imagewest 745-8915
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PAID SUMMER LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP and Officer Career Opportunities. To find out more about our scholarships
please contact MAJ Goglia at 745-6054 or adam.goglia@wku.edu
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Opinion

The Creed
“Congress shall make no law …
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press …”
— First Amendment, U.S. Constitution

Contact:
Editor Ashlee Clark:
editor@wkuherald.com
News Editor Amber Coulter:
news@wkuherald.com
Opinion Editor William Ploch:
herald@wkuherald.com
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EDITORIAL

Walking can work wonders at Western
The Issue: As winter comes to an end, students are facing the usual problems with parking.
Our view: Walking offers Western students a cheap and healthy way of getting around the Hill.

P

arking problems at Western will never
end. This is a university that is constantly growing; it exceeded its own
expectations in enrollment last semester and
is expected to continue at a strong pace over
the next few years. That’s good news on the
whole, but it also means it’s inevitable that
the number of parking spaces will never meet
demand.
This is one reason why the Herald wants
more students to get off their butts and get on
their feet. Walking is the most practical way
of getting around the Hill, unless someone
puts in the money for a ski lift.
Yes, there are plenty who will need to
drive to campus because they live far away or
have little time on their hands. But for those
who live on campus or nearby, it wouldn’t
hurt to try to find alternative means of getting
to classes.
Biking certainly has its advantages, but
bikes can be easily stolen, and it can be hard
for cyclists to maneuver their way through
students who already have to use their feet for
transportation.
It’s understandable why so many people
would balk at using their legs to get around
campus. When standing at the base of the
Hill, it’s easy to mistake Western for Mount
Everest. But the effort that goes into making the climb can pay off for your body and
mind.
According to a December 2006 article
from the Mayo Clinic, walking regularly can
reduce your risk of a heart attack and reduce

your blood pressure, weight and stress. It
also reduces your feelings of depression and
anxiety.
And where better to get that exercise
than Western? Our university is pedestrianfriendly, with walkways that stretch all over
campus. Even if you can’t stand the sight of
that statue in the middle of the Centennial
Mall, it’s better to walk by it than risk getting
a parking ticket when running into Downing
University Center.
Yes, it can be exhausting having to trudge
up and down the Hill, but your body will
adapt to it, and thus get stronger, after awhile.
Is there any other university in the United
States where you can get a cardiovascular
workout by just showing up for class?
Combine that with a healthy breakfast or
lunch — milk will be available on Western
meal plans starting March 9 — and you’ve got
an inexpensive fitness program going. Hey,
who needs the Preston Center?
Besides, the weather is getting warmer and
no rain is expected in Bowling Green for the
rest of the week, according to The Weather
Channel’s Web site. So before spring break
gets started, try stretching your legs. You’ll
thank yourself later if it becomes a habit.
And at the end of the day, you get a relaxing walk down the Hill as a reward. Just make
sure you wear comfortable shoes.

This editorial represents the majority view
of the Herald’s 10-member board of student
editors.

Herald online poll results
How does walking up and down
the Hill make you feel?

COMMENTARY

Local crops good for Kentuckians

60

51
50

by Jason Sloan

40

29
30

20

14

12
10

0

Ener- Out of
gized breath

Call
911

I don’t
care

* results as of yesterday afternoon

To participate, go to www.wkuherald.com. You also can
voice your opinion on the Herald message boards and
article comments sections on our Web site.

Discussions centered on environmental
issues are a growing trend. A recent trip
I took to Louisville to see Wendell Berry
interview Bill McKibben (two die-hard
environmentalist authors) resulted in one
of these conversations. A fellow traveler
was associated with a new campus sustainability group here called “Green Toppers.”
Being a member myself, I was elated to
hear about its growing membership and at
my opportunity to talk with someone who
was taking a very active role in protecting
the environment. My conversation, and the
one I witnessed between Mr. McKibben
and Mr. Berry, allowed me to discuss and
relate issues relevant to Western.
Two major topics/solutions presented
that night were local sustainability and
creative solutions. The second of these is
particularly interesting. From experts in
environmental rhetoric to experts in economy, many agree that individual solutions
to environmental issues are key to living in
a more ecologically friendly way. More on
creative solutions later.
The first topic, local sustainability, can

be found on the tongue of any and all environmentally driven people. Environmental
sustainability is the ability to survive from
land near one’s home; it involves interacting
with those in your given area through the
trade and purchase of goods. Sustainability
is an example of a creative solution, but it’s
also a growing necessity — this has been
found in many studies.
Take a tomato flown from San Joaquin
Valley, Calif. Apart from possibly environmentally unsafe chemicals used to grow the
tomato, hundreds of gallons of fossil fuel
were used to harvest, fly and drive it the
2,000-plus miles in order to sell it at a store
here in Bowling Green. The price includes
much more than the tomato and labor.
A different approach is taken by the
Southern Kentucky Regional Farmers’
Market. Their Web site reads: “We are a
producer-only farmers’ market offering a
full array of local seasonal produce. Our
motto is: ‘If we don’t grow it, we don’t sell
it.’ You’ll always be buying local food from
a local farmer at our market - no reselling
is allowed” (http://www.localharvest.org/
farmers-markets/M7274).
The goal of a farmers’ market is to assist
and promote farmers in selling their goods
locally. More generally, farmers’ markets
are a great example of local sustainability. Buying a fresh, locally grown tomato
directly from the farmer costs only a fraction of one flown from California.
How does local sustainability apply to
Western? And how conscious are we of
environmentalism? Environmentalism is an
issue worldwide; sooner or later, Western

PEOPLE Poll

How have you been avioding
the flu and other illnesses?
Cory Rone

“I take a lot of vitamin
C. I like oranges and
grapefruit. Actually, I’m
a grapefruit addict.”

“Just exercising and eating three meals a day. I try
to get three meals a day,
anyway.”

junior
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Chitalu Chitalu
graduate student

must confront the issues of global warming and diminishing resources. The earlier
we stop relying on corporations, such as
ARAMARK, that ship food from every part
of the country, and start learning how to
interact in a more locally based economy,
the better the chance Western will be able
to survive past the day fossil fuels are no
longer a prominent part of our economy.
Some creative solutions to increasing
Western’s role in the local economy may
include:
u Utilizing parts of our 785-acre farm
for the production of food to feed students.
u Restructuring our campus to be more
pedestrian-friendly.
u Discussing with local farmers an
interest in purchasing their goods.
u Educating all students about the local
environment.
u Ensuring that new buildings are as
ecologically friendly as possible.
Lastly, educate and involve yourself.
Read literature concerning environmental
issues. Join and be active in groups like
Green Toppers. Be more conscious and
brainstorm creative steps that you, Western
and Bowling Green could take toward not
only helping the environment, but improving our role in nature.

Opinion Desk
745-6011
Sports Desk
745-6291
Photo Desk
745-4874

E-mail
herald@wkuherald.com
Address
122 Garrett Center
Bowling Green, Ky. 42101

SUBMISSIONS POLICY
The Herald encourages readers to write letters and commentaries on topics of
public interest. Here are a few guidelines:
1. Letters should not exceed 250 words, and commentaries should be 700-800 words.
2. Originality counts. There’s no grade at stake here. Please don’t submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and commentaries must include your name, phone number, home
town and classification or title. YOUR WORK WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR PUBLICATION
IF YOU FAIL TO PROVIDE THIS INFORMATION.
4. If you choose to e-mail your letter or commentary, please do not send it as an e-mail
attachment. We use Macintosh computers.
5. Letters may not run in every edition due to space constraints.
6. The Herald reserves the right to edit all letters for style, grammar, length and clarity. The
Herald DOES NOT PRINT LIBELOUS LETTERS OR COMMENTARIES.

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO NOT reflect
those of Western’s administration or of its employees.
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Western aims to stop Nursing programs to
merge
into
one
school
illegal downloading

of file-sharing. The site will
list a variety of places where
Western was recently ranked students can legally get music
with Purdue University and from the Internet, free or at a
price, Kirchmeyer said.
Michigan State University.
“It’s my goal to get that number
But it wasn’t for sports or acadown to zero, because I think that
demics — it was for stealing.
And Western is trying to one is one too many,” he said.
Music piracy is caught when
keep that from happening.
The Recording Industry a complaint is filed with the
Association of America released information technology departa list of the top 25 American ment about copyright infringecolleges that receive the most ment, Kirchmeyer said.
When caught, students’ cammusic and movie theft complaints. Western ranked No. 22 pus Internet access is cut off until
they meet with department perwith 353 complaints.
Richard Kirchmeyer, vice sonnel to discuss the problem.
More than half of college stupresident of information technology, said his department is trying dents download music and movies illegally, according to a surto stop the illegal downloading.
“It’s not us; it’s the students vey by the Intellectual Property
that are being ranked,” he said. Institute at the University of
Some measures employees Richmond’s School of Law.
Major record companies
are considering include increasing awareness about the issue have filed copyright infringement lawsuits against students
and increasing penalties.
They want to put flyers on all at more than 130 colleges,
doors in dorms about file theft according to an RIAA report.
Mac Whittinghill is a memand e-mail all students about
ber of Totemsoul, a band from
information piracy.
The department’s security Russellville. He said he and his
personnel will create a new Web band members want people to
site that focuses on the dangers hear their music, and they don’t
care about money.
“When you’re an
Top schools for piracy
unsigned band, you’re
as listed by the
always in the hole,”
he said.
Recording Industry
He said true music
Association of America:
lovers will buy music,
but people who download illegally get indi1. Ohio University: 1,287 notices
vidual songs they like.
2. Purdue University: 1,068
He said people think
notices
of physically stealing and
3. University of Nebraska at
stealing from the Internet
Lincoln: 1,002 notices
as two different things.
4. University of Tennessee at
“It hasn’t been proKnoxville: 959 notices
grammed into people’s
heads that illegally
5. University of South Carolina:
downloading is morally
914 notices
wrong,” he said.
6. University of Massachusetts
Jim Lindsey, instrucat Amherst: 897 notices
tor for computer informa7. Michigan State University:
tion systems, said illegal
753 notices
downloading is wrong.
8. Howard University: 572
“It’s
intellectual
notices
property that someone
has created,” he said.
9. North Carolina State
“The same people that
University: 550 notices
wouldn’t think twice
10. University of Wisconsin at
about downloading a
Madison: 513 notices
song wouldn’t steal a
DVD from Wal-Mart.”
By Nina Bosken
Herald reporter

Glasgow junior Josh Ryan said
he illegally downloads music, but
he doesn’t share his music with
others. He thinks illegal downloading can’t be stopped.
“It happens,” he said. “How
do schools stop it, just disable
the Internet?”
Ryan doesn’t use the campus Internet connection to
download music because he
lives off campus.
Software piracy also occurs
on campuses.
Dave Beckley, director of
computing and network support, said software downloading isn’t as big of a problem as
music and movie downloading.
Photojournalism
major
Carl Kiilsgaard, a junior from
Corvallis, Ore., said he has
an illegal version of Adobe
Photoshop on his computer.
He said he only uses the program to tone his photos.
“It’s outlandishly expensive,
and I really only use it for one
simple function,” he said.
He said it’s absurd to expect
college students to pay that
much for a program that updates
every few years.
“I have no guilt and no
remorse for big corporations
like that,” he said.
Assistant Photojournalism
Professor Tim Broekema said
illegal software downloading
isn’t a problem with his students.
They have access to necessary programs on computers in
the photo lab in Mass Media
and Technology Hall, he said.
He said the lab is secure, so
people can’t steal software.
“I don’t see it as a problem,” he said. “I don’t think
that people have to steal to go
to class.”
Lindsey said his students use
Academic Alliance, a program
covered in their student fees
that lets them download some
software for free.
He said companies agree to
make their software available
on that program because it promotes their software.
“They just want to get you
hooked on their software,” he said.

By Nina Bosken
Herald reporter

Nursing faculty candidates
have to send out two resumes if
they want to work at Western,
one for the community college
and one for the main campus.
Starting in July, they can just
send one.
Nursing school employees at the
main campus and Bowling Green
Community College are progressing
with their merger, which the Board
of Regents approved in January.
Progress includes looking for a
new director, developing program
standards and evaluating needs.
The four nursing degree programs — the associate degree at
the community colleges, the post
RN bachelor’s degree, the bachelor’s degree and master’s degree
— are currently separate entities,

said Kacy Harris, associate degree
interim and associate degree of
nursing program director.
Starting this summer, all four
programs will be under the same
leadership, said Sylvia Gaiko,
associate dean of the College of
Health and Human Services.
Western has discussed the
idea for the past year, Nursing
Department
Head
Donna
Blackburn said.
A director will oversee all
four degree programs, Harris
said. The director position
hasn’t been filled yet.
Blackburn said the department
is also sending surveys to nurses
in surrounding counties and northern Tennessee to see what their
education goals are and where the
program needs to expand.
Harris said the new school will

help clear confusion people might
have about the different programs.
“The school of nursing itself
will help clarify how our programs’ work and that we’re all a
part of Western,” she said.
Blackburn said the new school
will help with faculty hiring. She
said the current set-up causes a
lot of confusion for potential faculty members because they have
to apply to both campuses.
All the programs will now have
the same by-laws spelling out the
program’s structure, she said.
Blackburn said she thinks
there will be more faculty and
resource collaboration. She
hopes the new school will
encourage growth.

Reach Nina Bosken
at news@wkuherald.com.

Campus life

Gubernatorial candidate
to discuss ideas at DUC
By Alex Fontana
Herald reporter

A gubernatorial hopeful is
stopping at the Hill tonight.
Republican candidate and
Paducah businessman Billy
Harper will speak at 6 p.m. at
Downing University Center.
Harper will have a meetand-greet in DUC, Rooms 310
B and C.
He’ll speak to Western’s
College Republicans chapter at
8 p.m.
Harper favors education
reform and appealing the alternative minimum tax, Harper’s Press
Secretary Sam Edelen said.
Edelen said Harper will
address those issues with the
College Republicans.
Harper founded Harper
Industries Inc., a construction

holding company.
More information about
Harper can be found on his
Web site, www.harperforgovernor.com. Another Harper Web
site, www.raceforkentucky.
com, contains multimedia of
Harper’s campaign, including
pictures and video blogs.
William Williford, president
of College Republicans, said he
wants to learn about Harper’s
platforms.
Williford said he also wants
other gubernatorial candidates
to speak, but hasn’t arranged
anything officially.
College
Republicans
Adviser Scott Lasley said meeting Harper can give students a
chance to network.
Lasley also welcomes other
Republican politicians.

“There’s an open invitation
to all Republican candidates,”
said Lasley, an assistant political science professor.
He said Harper is a thoughtful candidate who doesn’t have
much recognition yet.
Students can learn about
Harper tonight, Lasley said.
“It’s very exciting stuff,” he
said.
A representative for Gov.
Ernie Fletcher will also speak at
DUC tonight.
Tompkinsville junior Sarah
Harlan, a co-chair of Western’s
chapter of Fletcher’s campus
leadership team, will speak during the event on behalf of the
governor.

Reach Alex Fontana
at news@wkuherald.com.

Reach Nina Bosken
at news@wkuherald.com.

We Guarantee You The Best Car Wash in Town!
Use Any of These Coupons With Your

WKU ID!

$5 OFF $1 OFF

Super
Supreme
Clean Wash

Not Valid with any other offer.

One coupon per person.

Expires 3-28-07

Any
Service
Not Valid with any other offer.

One coupon per person.

Expires 3-28-07

$3 OFF
Any
Package
Wash

Not Valid with any other offer.

One coupon per person.

Expires 3-28-07

LOCATED AT
763 Bakersfield Way
Bowling Green, KY 42104

Shears Salon
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Any Service

Expires 3/9/07

1052 31-W By-Pass
Bowling Green, KY 42104
(270) 782-7600

270.901.0404

Call for an appointment, Walk-ins Welcome!
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from front page

is architecturally designed and
because it’s built on a hill,
Davis said.
“The biggest challenge
is getting students who use
wheelchairs to come visit,” he
said.
Davis takes prospective
students on a campus tour to
show them the most accessible
routes.
Davis said he gets across
campus efficiently in his
wheelchair.
One difficulty that the campus faces is making sure that
construction doesn’t impede
the routes used by students
with disabilities, Davis said.
Scott said Western does a
good job of keeping sidewalks
clear and accessible, but parking could be improved.
Construction has made parking more difficult for Scott,

who said he once encountered
handicapped parking spots that
were obstructed with construction equipment.
“I called Matt Davis, looking for handicapped parking
places, and he told me about
the ones near Tate Page,” Scott
said “I went over there, and
there was all this equipment
sitting right in front of the
spots. A big dumpster right in
the middle of it, too.”
Scott said he has twice forgotten his handicapped parking
permit and received tickets for
parking in handicapped spaces,
although he had a disabled veteran’s license plate on his car.
Western tries to make facilities accessible to all students,
said Doug Ault, director of
planning, construction and
design.
Renovated buildings must
also meet current Americans
with Disabilities Act standards,
Ault said.
ADA requirements include
federal guidelines for making
buildings accessible for people

with disabilities.
“All new construction
must comply completely with
ADA, so when we build a
new building, like MMTH
(Mass Media and Technology
Hall), the design architect is
required to completely meet
all the requirements of the
Americans with Disabilities
Act,” Ault said.
It’s usually a design architect’s responsibility to ensure
that construction plans meet
ADA requirements, he said.
The facilities management
department also works with
the Student Disability Services
to review facilities and ensure
their accessibility, Ault said.
“In existing buildings, we
have challenges with the Hill,”
Ault said. “Although we make
efforts to make accommodations, we sometimes have
problems. We try to work with
disability services to address
all students’ needs.”
Reach Christina Allen
at news@wkuherald.com.

Continued

from front page

listed on the campus police
department’s Web site.
PFT houses 860 students,
said Brian Kuster, director of
housing and residence life.
Barnes houses about 350
students and has 24 crimes
listed.
Kuster said Barnes residents
are younger and more prone to
making poor choices than residents of other halls.
“First of all, they do not
lock the doors,” he said. “Most
times people get stolen from,
the doors are not locked. The
other reason could be because
they’re freshmen.”
Assistant
Sociology
Professor Jerry Daday, who
teaches a victimology course,
said most crimes in dorms are
property crimes.
Of the 101 crimes committed in dorms so far this school
year, 60 were property crimes.

2710 Scottsville Road
270-843-8741

WKU Student Discount
All other times excluding specials
MONDAY NIGHT IS

“COLLEGE
NIGHT”
with current WKU I.D.

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
FROM 10:00PM TIL 2:00AM
$5.50 PITCHERS * 99¢ DRAFTS
$3 MINI GOLF
$1 BATTING CAGES
(MINIMUM 4 PER LANE-SHOES NOT INCLUDED)
Or you can play a game for only $2.50 per game, per person!

Billards

Indoor		

THURSDAY NIGHTS
(no longer cosmic)

RENT A LANE FOR ONLY $40.00

Visit

wkuvisualvoice.com

wkuvisualvoice.com

wkuvisualvoice.com

wkuvisualvoice.com every Tuesday and Thursday
for our lastest multimedia.

INCLUDES UNLIMITED BOWLING FOR YOU AND UP
TO 11 FRIENDS, UP TO FOUR FREE SHOE RENTALS,
LARGE PIZZA (UNLIMITED TOPPINGS) & A PITCHER
OF SODA OR A PITCHER OF BEER.

Karaoke
Fri & Sat 8:00pm - 1:00am
(ask about our Fundraiser events)

wkuvisualvoice.com

VISUALVOICE

NEW SPECIAL!

Miniature Golf

Daday said men are
Crimes by dorm
responsible for most
property crimes, but The number of crimes reported inside
men and women have each dorm since the beginning of this
about an equal chance school year:
of becoming property
PFT: 25 Rodes: 3
crime victims.
Barnes: 24 Poland: 2
“It seems freshmen
Keen: 17 Gilbert: 1
men might be more ramMcCormack: 11 Northeast: 1
bunctious than freshmen
Minton: 6 McLean: 0
women,” Kuster said.
Bemis: 5 Meredith: 0
Poland Hall resiZacharias: 3 Bates: 0
dents have reported two
Southwest: 3
crimes so far, and Bemis
Lawrence Hall residents
Three dorms, Meredith,
have reported five crimes.
Both are freshmen women’s McLean and Bates-Runner
halls, had no crimes reported.
dorms.
McLean is an honors dorm,
A pattern of crimes in one
hall tend to belong to a sin- and houses 113 students.
gle person or a small group Meredith is a sorority hall,
of people, said Mike Dowell, Kuster said.
Kuster said many crimes go
campus police public informaunreported on campus.
tions officer.
Students won’t report crimes
Daday said property crimes
throughout the United States many times because they’re
could be sliced in half if people friends with the culprits, and
they don’t want anyone to get
locked their doors.
“People who commit prop- into trouble, Kuster said.
erty crimes don’t like to work,”
he said. “They take opportunity Reach Christina Allen
at news@wkuherald.com.
where they can get it.”

wkuherald.com proudly presents

FROM 9:30PM TIL 1:30AM
ONLY $40.00

$5 PER PERSON- ALL YOU CAN BOWL!
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B y W i ll C r a v e n s
Herald reporter

Film
Review

An adage professes that it’s better late than never.
That’s surely the case The Last King
with “The Last King
of Scotland,” which of Scotland
has just now found
its way to Bowling
Starring: Forest Whitaker, James
Green. This film
McAvoy, Kerry Washington, Gillian
is so good that I’m
Anderson, Simon McBurney
surprised it didn’t
Directed by: Kevin Macdonald
receive more Oscar
Rated: R for some strong violence
nominations.
and gruesome images, sexual conAfter
finishtent and language
ing medical school,
My grade: A
the young and idealistic Dr. Nicholas
Garrigan
(James
gripping story that will surely
McAvoy) leaves Scotland and evoke a range of emotions from
goes to Africa to lend his skills viewers, including excitement,
as a physician. It’s the early ‘70s compassion, fear and anger.
and Idi Amin (Forest Whitaker)
Eliciting most of these is
has taken over as the new presi- Whitaker as Amin, whose perdent of Uganda.
formance is a revelation. He
By happenstance, these two fully deserved his Oscar for Best
meet and Garrigan is asked to Actor. His character is charmbe the president’s personal phy- ing, well-spoken (he delivered
sician. He soon finds himself his Ugandan accent perfectly)
caught in the midst of a politi- and unstable.
cal struggle for power as the
The character comes through
dictator Amin’s most trusted in his subtle facial expresadviser.
sions. He may be smiling or
Now more influential than his voice may seem welcoming,
he ever imagined, Nicholas but underneath lurks a ruthless,
must make difficult decisions troubled and paranoid individthat may cost him his life.
ual. Whitaker is excellent at
The film is based on the showing us this dynamic.
award-winning novel written by
Garrigan, our protagonist, is
Giles Foden and real events lovable and heroic. He falls in
from the 1970s.
love with everyone and truly
Audiences love to know cares about the well-being of
that because it makes the others. He embodies the humanstory more tangible and emo- itarian that many strive to be.
tional when these things realFrom the vibrant colors of
ly happened. It also makes the countryside to the dull grays
the surprising aspects more of the city, Uganda is nearly
believable.
another character itself.
Director Kevin Macdonald
I think there is an underlying
is not new to telling true narra- message to this film: saving the
tives. He’s mostly known for his world isn’t easy, but we should
numerous documentaries, and do what we can to make it a
“The Last King of Scotland” better place.
is actually his first feature that
Reach Will Cravens
isn’t one.
His experience makes this a at features@wkuherald.com.

Dorms reconsider recycling option
By Susie Laun
Herald reporter

Students living in Southwest
and Minton halls can get rid of
their cans and help the environment at the same time.
Housing and Residence Life
has initiated a pilot recycling
program in those halls.
This isn’t the first time
Western has tried to extend
its recycling program to the
dorms, Campus Services
Manager Greg Fear said. The
new program is run by HRL.
Students in Southwest and
Minton got blue recycling bins
for their rooms during the Feb.
22 kickoff, HRL Coordinator
Nick Wiard said.
HRL’s program is a way for
students to recycle more and
reduce the amount of trash sent
to landfills, he said.
The goal is to extend the program to all dorms in the fall, HRL
Director Brian Kuster said.
The halls are only recycling
cans, but HRL might expand
the program later depending on
its success, Wiard said.
Western tried recycling in
dorms about six or seven years
ago, Fear said. It didn’t work
because there was too much contamination, and it got too messy.
The problem resulted from
recycling too many materials at
once, including cans, paper and
glass, Fear said.
Fear said he also wants
Western’s recycling program
to be expanded.
Western recycles between
400,000 and 500,000 pounds
each year, he said.

t

Whitaker’s
performance
a ‘revelation’

Facilities

Kellie Manier/Herald
Burkesville senior Brent Cary, right, and Mark Walker, left, a senior from Scottsburg,
Ind., work for the department of Facilities Management. According to Campus Services
Manager Greg Fear the campus has been recycling since 1996, and he estimates that
about .057 cents per pound of trash is saved through recycling.
About 10 to 15 percent of
Western’s 4 million pounds of
trash is recycled, Fear said.
Fear said that percentage
isn’t great, but the number might
increase with an expansion of
Western’s recycling program.
Students can dump contents
of those bins into a larger bin in
the lobby that will be emptied
every day, Wiard said.
Southern Recycling, the center that handles all of Western’s
recycling, picks up the cans.
The program has gone well
for the past couple of weeks,
Southwest Hall Director Tony
Simms said.

The biggest struggle is that the
program only collects cans. Most
students drink out of plastic containers and have other materials
they want to recycle, Simms said.
Southwest might offer recycling incentives after spring break,
such as awards for students who
recycle the most, he said.
Recycled cans are magnetically separated to make sure
there’s no steel in the aluminum,
said John Fellonneau, general
manager at Southern Recycling.
They are then run through
a baylor and compacted into
small blocks, he said.
They’re shipped to an alu-

“Witness” consists of photos of
14 women across the region who
were raped or sexually assaulted.
Adams-Smith, a Western
graduate, said her photography
and exhibit is a way to help other
women. She said she was sexually assaulted at a party in 1986 and
kept quiet because of the stigma
associated with sexual assaults.

Her experiences inspired her
passion for her exhibit. She said
she wants to use her photography to bring awareness to rape
and sexual assault.
“Once I found the women,
they were amazing and inspirational,” Adams-Smith said.
The Kentucky Foundation
for Women helped fund the

minum mill where the paint is
burned off, Fellonneau said.
They’re eventually turned
into molten aluminum and
remade into cans, he said.
Student workers are currently
responsible for collecting recycled items and taking them to
Southern Recycling, Fear said.
Fear said he wants to establish a place where students can
take recycled goods so Southern
Recycling can pick them up once
each week, but he doesn’t know
when or if that will happen.
Reach Susie Laun
at news@wkuherald.com.

News brief

Professor’s photo
exhibit opens March 5

Assistant Photojournalism
Professor Jeanie Adams-Smith’s
“Witness” exhibit will be displayed from March 5-16 in the
Mass Media and Technology
Hall gallery as a part of Sexual
Assault Awareness Month.

year-long project.
Jane Olmsted, an associate
English professor in the women’s
studies program, said AdamsSmith’s work was fantastic and
takes on really difficult issues.
Such a presentation is long
overdue, Olmsted said.
— Stephanie Keene

Papa’s got the 3-point shot
that’s sure to WIN the game.

Do YOU?
Stick with

2006-2007 Cultural Enhancement Series

L o s ob
L os

this basketball season.

An Evening of Folkloric Mexican Music

No timeouts needed.
1922 Russellville Rd.

782-0888

Acoustic En Vivo

Free Admission

March 14 2007 - 7:30 p.m.
Van Meter Auditorium
Co-Sponsored by Campus Activities Board

CD available at
www.loslobos.org

One Small
one topping

& 20 oz. Coke Product

$7.99

2 Small

two topping
w/ Cheese Sticks

$14.99

Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales
tax. Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

Expires 5/13/07

Expires 5/13/07

Campus Special

Carry-out Special
Monday and Tuesday

Large

Large

1 Topping

Dorms & Academic Buildings Only

$8.99

Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

1 Topping

$6.99

Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

Expires 5/13/07
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Part of an occasional series
about local salons students
visit while in school

Campus salon
keeps loyal
clients N-Style
By Stephanie Keene
Herald reporter

On the hour-and-a-half drive
from her home in Nashville
to Western’s campus, Cassie
Baker had one thing on her
mind.
She wasn’t worried about
finding a parking spot, or being
late for classes, because she
graduated from Western in
2005, or which of her favorite
professors she was planning to
visit.
Instead, Baker was thinking
about her hair.
Every three months Baker
tries to make a trip to Western
to have her hair cut and colored
at Western’s campus hair salon,
N-Style Salon.
She won’t go anywhere else.
Baker only lets stylist Codie
Bennett touch her blond locks.
Bennett is one of two stylists at
N-Style.
“I coordinate my car with my
hair,” Baker said. “I get my oil
changed down here, and then I
get my hair done.”
For Baker, Bennett isn’t just
a stylist and N-Style isn’t just a
salon. Bennett is a close friend
she met through the salon, and
N-Style is another home away
from home.
“You always need a friend
away from home,” Bennett said.
“You also need a loving hairdresser.”
N-Style is a popular salon
for many Western students and
faculty, but also for community
members.
On a regular basis, N-Style
is flooded with students in
need of the shop’s different
services, which include tanning, cuts, colors, perms, waxing, manicures, pedicures,
facials and up-dos.
Nicole Sivley, a freshman
from White House, Tenn.,
visited N-Style for the first
time last semester because of
its easy access. Without a car
on campus, Sivley found it

HERALD
student news.
faculty news.
alumni news.
all news.
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difficult to find a place to tan
or get her hair cut before she
found N-Style.
With a recommendation
from her older sister, Sivley
found N-Style, a place to have
her hair cut and also tan about
four times a week.
Shepherdsville freshman
Douglas ‘Blue’ Smith also visits N-Style for its convenient
location. Though he has a car on
campus, Smith finds it easy to
visit the salon for a quick haircut or tan while walking back to
his dorm.
“People are pretty nice
here,” he said. “They keep
it pretty clean. But you can’t
beat its location. I eat in DUC
and then I walk to Rodes. I
can do everything with one
big trip.”
With its location by Bates
and its friendly staff, N-Style
Salon is an easy pick when
looking for a salon away from
home.
“Everyone here is really
nice,” Sivley said. “The staff
here is really outgoing and
makes you feel right at home.”
Reach Stephanie Keene
at features@wkuherald.com.

If you go
Where: N-Style salon is

located in the back of
Bates-Runner Hall, next to
The Bate Shop.
Owner: N-Style is owned
by Western Alumna Robin
Owen.
Services: Cuts, colors,
perms, waxing, tans,
facials, up-dos, manicures
and pedicures
Stylists: Holly Carter and
Codie Bennett
Prices: Facials are $15,
highlights start at $55,
manicures are $15,
pedicures are $30, perms
start at $50 and up-dos
start at $25

Kellie Manier/Herald
(Above) Paducah senior Codie Bennett, right, stylist at N-Style Salon, works on Bowling Green junior
Kristen Gilland’s hair. Bennett has worked at the
salon for four-and-a-half of the salon’s five-and-a-half
years. She went to hair school at West Kentucky
Community and Technical School in Paducah and is
currently a general studies major with a concentration
in communications. She says she doesn’t know if
she wants to continue cutting hair when she graduates. “I still don’t know what I want to do when I
grow up,” Bennett said.
(Top) Bennett tries to remove the black from the
hair of Bowling Green junior Kristen Gilland, middle.
Gilland attempted to dye her hair brown with an athome coloring kit. It was Gilland’s first visit to N-Style
with the recommendation from her cousin Talitha
Winquist, right, a Greenwood High School senior.
(Right) John Price, bottom, of Lena, Miss., was in
town visiting Bennett and Louisville senior Amber
“Curlz” Cook (not pictured), who used to work as the
desk clerk.

1651 Campbell Lane 100 Cherry Farm Lane (Scottsville Rd. at I-65) 1801 31 W Bypass 810 Happy Valley Road (Glasgow)
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We are now accepting Spring
applications for the positions on the
Student Government Association.
Choose a job that helps you
and your fellow students.

Spring Elections will be
held on April 3 & 4
Have Questions?
Call MAIN OFFICE

745-4354
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Program designed to increase Internet security
By Patrick Smith
Herald reporter

There will be another step to
checking the day’s weather on
the Internet through morning
grogginess.
The expanded security program should make Western’s
computer network safer.
Western
Networking
Services group will expand the
security program Clean Access
Agent across campus as soon
as money becomes available.
The expansion will focus
mostly on the wireless and
dorm technology systems and

will take place as soon as funds
become available.
Clean Access Agent will
be the most visible part of the
much larger security system,
including many other pieces
of hardware and software.
Clean Access Agent is a
security enforcement program developed by Cisco
Systems, a leading developer
of networking management
systems and software for the
Internet.
The program, totaling just a
few megabytes in size, should
increase the security for the

more-than-4,000 connected the program on his computer in
devices in dorms and keep McLean Hall.
nonauthorized users off the
“It can be cumbersome
network, said Jeppie Sumpter, sometimes,” Eklund said. “If I
a network services engineer just want to get on and check
who is heading the expansion the weather, I have to log in just
program.
for that. I can see how a lot of
The program requires users people might get upset at it.”
to authenticate their informaWestern
Networking
tion with their Western user Services group chose those
identification and password on dorms because of their relaa regular basis.
tively small size.
A pilot program for the sysThe networking group is a
tem started in Bates-Runner division of the Information
Hall in fall 2005 and McLean Technology Department focusing
Clinic and mainteHall in fall 2006. Morehead Quick+Care
on design, operation
re:
“NOW
OPEN
Ad” network.
sophomore George Eklund has nance of Western’s

size: 3 col. x 11” b&w

Facilities

ered Soliya through a professor
at Centre College. He said he
The Middle East is more thought it would be good for
his class because it gives stuthan war and conflict.
Western students are learn- dents an accurate look at the
ing that by talking to people Middle East.
All some students know about
who live in the area.
Soleiman Kiasatpour, assis- the Middle East is what they see
on the news, and
tant political scithis will let them
ence professor, is
talk to students
using a commutheir own age,
nication program
Kiasatpour said.
to add perspective
Soliya will
to his class about
also help Middle
government and
Eastern residents
politics in the
learn about the
Middle East.
The program,
— Justin Thurman United States, he
Soliya, allows a
Auburn sophomore said.
The program’s
few students to
Web site, www.
talk to students
from that part of the world once soliya.net, stated that discussion
each week for two hours via topics include identity and culWeb cam. Students can also ture, media trends in the United
post videos and messages to States and the Arab world and
the United States in Iraq.
each other.
Students participating in
The program began Monday
and will continue until May 3, Soliya will also create video
news reports and write articles,
Kiasatpour said.
Kiasatpour said he discov- he said.

“It allows me to
communicate with
people who have
varied opinions and
personalities.”

Letdown
Continued

from front page

between the two teams.
Arkansas State went on a
10-4 run out of a timeout at the
11:18 mark and took a 60-54
lead. They were able to stretch
it to as much as 11 with 2:32
left. Western never threatened
the rest of the game.
The Lady Toppers committed
24 turnovers and shot 22 percent
from three-point range.
Kelly finished with gamehighs of 21 points and 14

rebounds. In her first game
back from injury, sophomore
forward Dominique Duck
posted 12 points and 12
rebounds.
Freshman guard Kenzie Rich
contributed 18 points, including
four three-pointers.
“I think the first five minutes
of the game we were very good
emotionally,” Rich said. “They
made a run, and we kind of
gradually let down as it went on.
They had a lot more intensity
than we did.”
Senior guard Rudy Sims
led the way for Arkansas State
with 19 points and a game-high
seven assists.

your source
for news on the Hill
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Chills.
Fever.
Bumps.
Bruises.
Wheezes.
Sneezes.

Reach Jessica VanWinkle
at news@wkuherald.com.
Western will now wait to
find out whether they will
be selected for the NCAA
Tournament or the Women’s
National Invitation Tournament
when the teams are announced
Monday.
Western last qualified for the
NCAA Tournament in 2003.
“Our goal is to get to the
NCAA Tournament,” Kelly
said. “And it’s not going to
happen now. We started working
during preseason for it. It makes
me sick to my stomach thinking
about it.”

You don’t have time to be sick! Get well quick at QuickCare Clinic! Staffed by
Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioners, QuickCare Clinic offers exceptional
care for your everyday minor injury or illness.
We're Convenient... QuickCare Clinic is easy to find, with convenient hours and
parking located close to the door.
We’re Quick... Most visits take less than 20 minutes and no appointment is necessary.
We’re Affordable... QuickCare Clinic has low fees with cash, check, credit card and
most insurance accepted.

Located in the Kroger
Shopping Center, on
Campbell Lane and
Nashville Road

Reach David Harten
at sports@wkuherald.com.

2710 Nashville Rd., Suite 102
MON – FRI: 7:30 am – 7 pm

HERALD

Phone: (270) 781-6164
A SUBSIDIARY OF COMMONWEALTH HEALTH CORPORATION

Earn up to $170/ Month

Find out how thousands of people
save lives & earn extra cash by
donating plasma. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with serious illnesses.

$10 First Visit
Special: New
Donors
Bring this
ad for $5
extra on your
2nd and 4th
Donations

It’s like having a part-time job without a boss
“I don’t think people realize, for two hours
a week, they can give someone a chance at
life. That’s priceless!”
www.dciplasma.com

Bowling Green Biologicals
410 Old Morgantown Rd.
793-0425

C Y

Reach Patrick Smith
at news@wkuherald.com.

Pains.

Students will write editorials with their Middle Eastern
counterparts on issues relevant
to relations between the United
States and the Middle East,
according to the Web site.
Soliya had 10 slots available for students this year. Only
seven students signed up, but
Kiasatpour said Soliya will be
a mandatory part of his class
next year.
Auburn sophomore Justin
Thurman, one of the participating students, said he wanted
to take part in Soliya because
it sounded like a unique experience and the assignments
seemed interesting.
“It allows me to communicate with people who have varied opinions and personalities,”
Thurman said.
Thurman’s first Soliya meeting will be 11 a.m. Wednesday.
“I really don’t know what to
expect,” Thurman said.

Short on Cash?
Donate Plasma!

a long time ago.”
Dorm residents will be
notified before required system installation. Resources
and assistance are available
at the Western Information
Technology help desk.
“Our basic goals are to
ensure that only authorized
individuals are using the
University network and are
keeping their computers secure
and in good working order,”
Sumpter said.

Aches.

Internet communication
opens world to students
B y J e ss i c a V a n W i n k l e
Herald reporter

“We have fully tested it in
our evaluation lab, and feel confident it is ready for full deployment,” Sumpter said.
After initial pilot testing,
the program has a preliminary
budget of about $150,000 for
maintenance, operations and
improvements. The money
will come from dorm technology fees currently in place.
“I can see why it’s used,
but it’s annoying sometimes,” Louisville junior
Kathy Smallwood said.
“Sometimes it just pops up
at random, after I logged in
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Students gain Army
experience with game
including a version sold for the
Xbox.
Some say, however, that the
Steve Campbell held the
butt of the rifle tightly against Army’s marketing of youths
his shoulder, while Sgt. Marcus through video games is unethiPosey drove the Humvee. cal.
Psychologist Susan Linn
Campbell’s eyes were focused,
said the military should have
his lips pursed.
A man in a ski mask emerged different standards for youths.
“The fact that the military
from behind a wall covered in
agency is using advertising
Arabic writing.
Campbell aimed, shot and agencies and the same gimmicks
used to market pizza is very
killed his enemy.
disturbing,”
T h e n
said Linn,
Campbell,
co-founder
a
Radcliff
of Campaign
senior, handfor
a
ed off his M4
Commercialreplica. Posey
F r e e
stepped away
Childhood,
from a laptop
an organifrom which
zation that
he controlled
researches
the Humvee.
the media’s
Campbell
impact on
wasn’t in a
children.
real military
— Col. Casey Wardynski
E i g h t
unit killing
director of the Army’s Office Army recruitreal enemy
of Economic and Manpower analysis ers attended
combatants.
(San Franciso Chronicle, 2004)
Gameathon.
He was in
Their purMass Media
and Technology Hall, Room pose was to generate interest in
236, killing a digital enemy the armed forces, not recruit at
in “America’s Army,” a video the event, said Lee Elder, the
game developed by the U.S. chief of advertising and public
Army to generate interest in affairs for the Army recruiting
battalion.
the military among youths.
“All you have to do is walk
“It’s crazy how realistic it
around and see the draw gamwas,” Campbell said.
“America’s Army” was ing has,” Elder said.
At times, more than 150
one of four games that contestants could play at Western’s gamers and spectators, many
Gameathon Saturday, spon- younger than 18, perused the
sored by the U.S. Army and the Mass Media lobby.
The Army and other sponadvertising and public relations
sors had tables with informadepartments.
The game was developed in tion. Soldiers chatted with
2002 for computers and was gamers, and an inflatable and
initially free. Since then, sever- cartoonish “Johnny GI” walked
al updates have been released, through the crowded lobby.

Campbell
won
the
“America’s Army” bracket,
competing against about 20
people. Players had to sign into
the game with their telephone
numbers.
Capt. Chuck Slagle, who
administered the game, said
the numbers went to the developer, not to recruiters.
Slagle said the game is realistic because it focuses on team
play and tactics.
“It’s just trying to enforce
Army values and the way we
do business in the Army,”
Slagle said.
But “America’s Army”
leaves out the psychological
toll on soldiers and their families, Linn said. And it minimizes the trauma of war.
Video Arab terrorists also
promote racial stereotypes,
Linn said.
Col. Casey Wardynski, director of the Army’s Office of
Economic and Manpower analysis, who supervised the production of America’s Army, couldn’t
be reached for comment.
“Kids aren’t stupid,’’
Wardynski told the San
Francisco Chronicle in 2004.
“They know the Army is not a
game. What the game does is
allow them to try it on for size
and get more information about
the many job opportunities.’’
Most “America’s Army”
gamers said they weren’t worried about being recruited at
Gameathon.
“If it is effective as a recruiting tool, I wouldn’t know,”
said Kyle Scott, 19, of Bowling
Green. “I came to play a game,
not be recruited.”

By Corey Paul
Herald reporter

Dana Reiber/Herald
Participants and visitors play video games in the lobby of Mass Media and Technology Hall
during the 2007 Gameathon. Western students, as well as people in the community, participated in the day-long competition.

Gamers plug in
for tournament
By Corey Paul
Herald reporter

Gamers in Mass Media and
Technology Hall were wired.
Some pitched digital baseballs
with wireless controllers, some
plugged digital terrorists with
digital bullets and others cheered
on digital football plays.
This year’s Gameathon, a
competition and exposition put
on by Western’s public relations
and advertising departments,
brought more than 200 game
lovers into Western’s most hitech building on Saturday.
“It’s lots of fun,” said Alex
Heichelbech, a Louisville freshman who refereed one of the
competitions. “Sometimes it’s
close, and there are some hardcore situations.”
About 150 people competed.
The event provided practice for
PR and advertising majors, said

Associate Advertising Professor
Cliff Shaluta, creator of Gameathon.
It was also a tool to generate interest Western and the Army, the
event’s primary sponsor.
For many gamers, Gameathon
was just a fun opportunity
and a chance to win a Sony
PlayStation 3, the grand prize.
Competitors registered for
free to play any of four games:
“Madden 2006”, “Halo 2”,
“Project Gotham Racing 2” and
“America’s Army.”
Winners from each game
bracket faced off at Guitar Hero
2 in the auditorium.
“The whole atmosphere is pretty cool,” said Radcliff senior Steve
Campbell, one of the finalists.
Two Western students made
it to the finals, but many competitors were younger than 18.
Justin Wilhite, a 17-yearold from Brownsville, won

Gameathon.
Wilhite said he played Halo 2
almost all night before the event.
Audience members held
lighters as final contestants
mashed buttons to the song
“Freebird.”
Jeff Kemper, who organized
Gameathon as his senior project
for his PR management class,
chuckled.
“On a personal level, that
just felt good,” said Kemper, a
senior from Gallatin, Tenn.
TV screens in the lobby that normally play news programs instead
broadcast characters pounding
each other and LEGO characters
hopping about in space.
“No hotel competition has
what we have here,” Kemper
said.

Reach Corey Paul
at features@wkuherald.com.

“Kids aren’t stupid.
They know the Army
is not a game. What
the game does is allow
them to try it on for
size and get more information about the many
job opportunities.”

check us
out online

Campus government

WKUHERALD.COM
There’s
no

Quorum eludes SGA
at makeup meeting
By Susie Laun
Herald reporter

Student
Government
Association senators met to
make up for the things they
didn’t finish on Feb. 27.
But there weren’t enough
people to proceed.
Johnathon Boles, speaker
of the senate, called a special
meeting for Thursday after an
early adjournment at the Feb. 27
SGA meeting.
But SGA didn’t meet quorum
and couldn’t vote on two bills or
the spring 2007 election codes.
The special meeting was
called so senators could vote
on the election codes before the
filing deadline, Boles said.
There were plans to suspend

the bylaws at last Tuesday’s
meeting to vote on the election codes, but they couldn’t be
voted on because of the adjournment, Boles said.
The deadline to file to run for
a position in SGA is March 21,
according to the proposed election codes.
The date might be reset, said
Chief Justice Matt Holland, a
senior from Nashville, Tenn.
This is the first time this semester and the third for the school year
that SGA didn’t have quorum.
“I’m always upset when we
don’t have quorum,” Boles said.
To meet quorum, the majority
of SGA’s 35 senators must be
present at the meeting, he said.
Fourteen senators were at

Hair and Tanning Salon

7 TANS and a
bottle of lotion

$30

Home
Like

Place

Thursday’s meeting.
The legislation will come up
for a third read and vote at
today’s meeting.
Executive Vice President
Amanda Allen said senators
need to work hard to get legislation passed before spring break.
“SGA isn’t one-fourth of the
way done with the things it
needs to get done,” she said.
The judicial council will
meet weekly after spring break
to prepare and monitor elections, Holland said.
Two bills and a resolution will be up for a vote at
Tuesday’s meeting.

Reach Susie Laun
at news@wkuherald.com.
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Tanning
Specials
Get your hair cut or highlighted
before Spring Break!

Reach Corey Paul
at features@wkuherald.com.
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News brief

Western hosts week
to promote health

Students looking for ways
to stay healthy can participate
in a week of activities that
began Monday.
WKU Healthy Days 2007
began yesterday and ends Friday.
Today marks the sixth annual Student Health Fair where
students can participate in

activities from 2 to 6 p.m. in the
Preston Center. Vendor booths
are set up offering health information and giveaways such as
T-shirts, a bike, an iPod shuffle, a portable DVD player, a
massage package, spring break
kits and more.
There is also free HIV testing from 2 to 5 p.m. at the
Preston Center.
On Wednesday from 6 to 7

p.m., Kathryn Steward, health
education coordinator at Heath
Services, will talk about reducing
stress and time management.
The last day for Suit Up
for Spring Break is Friday and
final weigh-ins and body composition tests will take place at
the Health & Fitness Lab from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
— A. Layne Stackhouse

Sarah Dudik/Herald
Luke Gilbert, a junior from Knoxville, Tenn., has owned his 2003 Honda Insight for about
four years. He originally bought the car to save on gas — he can drive approximately 465
miles on a 10-gallon tank. “I don’t have to give a lot of people rides because I don’t have a
backseat,” Gilbert said.

Hybrids becoming more
popular on campus
By Heather Ryan
Herald reporter

Turning his key in the ignition of his spaceship-like silver
Honda, Luke Gilbert, a junior
from Knoxville, Tenn., barely
noticed that his car started.
“The first few times I drove
this car I thought it died every
time I stopped at a red light,”
Gilbert said.
Gilbert owns a Honda
Insight, one of the first hybrid
cars on the market and also one
of the quietest.
With gas prices fluctuating,
some college students are jumping on the trend for the more
costly, but more environmentally conscious cars.
There’s been a 960 percent
increase in the hybrid market
since 2000, according to The
Associated Press.
Courtney Brandon, sales consultant at Gary Force Toyota,
said the cost of a hybrid isn’t that
different from a regular car.
A fully loaded hybrid Toyota
Camry costs $26,000, Brandon
said. A regular Camry with the
same features is $25,000.
Brandon said the typical
hybrid customer tends to be in
his or her 30s or 40s. But as

more hybrids traverse campus,
college students are picking up
on the money-saving trend.
Gilbert said he thinks students would benefit from owning a hybrid vehicle.
“The car I had before had
at best 20 miles per gallon,”
Gilbert said. “Now it is 40 to
60. I usually only spend $40 a
month on gas.”
Gilbert said it’s definitely
worth the extra money if it’s
better for the environment.
He has only one problem
with the car, though — the
expensive parts.
“I was in a fender-bender last
year and my car is made entirely out of plastic,” Gilbert said.
“I had to get all new parts and it
cost $1,300 to get it fixed.”
Cathy Tabor, training coordinator at Greenwood Ford
Lincoln Mercury, said regardless of expensive parts, hybrids
are perfect for Western students.
Tabor does not live in
Bowling Green, but she has a
daughter at Western. She said
she would recommend a hybrid
to her daughter.
“The stop-and-go driving she
does in Bowling Green would

make it pay for itself,” said
Tabor.
Tabor referred to the way
a hybrid works. It operates
using gas when pushing the gas
pedal and every time the brake
is pushed, it charges the battery. When nothing is pressed,
hybrids run off the battery. This
process saves gas and money,
Tabor said.
Ken Thorton, fleet manager
at Greenwood Ford Lincoln
Mercury, said although Bowling
Green has its share of traffic, a
hybrid might be better suited for
a bigger metropolitan area.
Owensboro junior Ahren
Horlander said he would be
interested in buying a hybrid in
the future.
“Maybe when the technology gets better, and the price
comes down a whole lot, I’ll
buy one,” Horlander said.
Because of the money a
hybrid may save in the longterm and the environmental
aspect, hybrids are appealing to
the college-age market.
Horlander said it depends on
where you live and your needs.
Reach Heather Ryan
at features@wkuherald.com.

By the numbers:

960

30s & 40s

$26,000

$25,000

Percent increase in
the hybrid market
since 2000.

Age of typical hybrid
customers.

Cost of a fully
loaded hybrid
Toyota Camry.

Cost of a fully
loaded regular
Toyota Camry.

Sources: The Associated Press and Gary Force Toyota
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SPRING
BREAK!
846-3722

Sandcastle Ocean resorts feature
indoor and outdoor swimming pools,
lazy river, hot tubs, poolside
cabana bar, and much more.
And, it’s NEAR EVERYTHING!

1247 Magnolia
Street

Back - $45 * Arms - $45
Bikini - $35 * Lip - $8
of Bowling Green, Inc.
Chest - $45 * Brow - $8
Underarm - $20 * Legs - $60 20% OFF All
Services with your WKU ID
Brazilian - $45

Waxing
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“I guess we’re starting to
adapt to the cold weather,
so we were ready to play,”
Towns said. “And yet again
we’re disappointed because
(the game with Louisville) has
been put off.”
Low wind chills stuck
around long enough Sunday
morning to cancel Western’s
match-up with Louisville.

Loss
Continued

from page

16

The Toppers never led all
weekend, which Finwood
said was devastating to the
young team.
“We’re not the type of
offensive club that’s gonna
be able to play from too
far behind, and that’s what
happened to us all three
games,” Finwood said.
Purdue out-hit Western
49-36 in the series.
“We’ve got to do a
better job from an offensive
standpoint,” Finwood said.
“With two strikes, we’ve been
striking out too much.”

Sprinters
Continued

from page

tuesday
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The Indians shot 93 percent
from the line, well over the 67
percent clip at which they shot
during the season.
Junior forward Courtney
Lee paced the Toppers with 17
points and three steals, and had
several open looks in the final
minutes, but was unable to cut
into the Arkansas State lead.
The last time these two teams
met, Banks scorched the Toppers
for 27 points on 10-of-19 shooting.
Banks was once again the
offensive catalyst for the Indians,
shooting six-of-seven from the
field to lead his team to the
locker room with a 36-34 lead.
Western kept the score close
in the first half by hitting 6-of10 free-throws and forcing six
turnovers, which they turned
into seven points.
The Toppers demonstrated
poise and focus in their Sunday
match-up against Florida
Atlantic, who took advantage of
Western’s late game collapse in
their previous meeting on Feb.
14 in Diddle Arena.
This time around, the Toppers
held off the Owls, 86-81.

Continued
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Mitchell qualified for the
finals of the men’s 60-meter
dash with a preliminary run of
6.87 seconds. He also placed
third in the finals with a time
of 6.85, but was also nearly a
tenth of a second behind the
qualifying time.
“I’m a little disappointed,”
Mitchell said. “But this just

thursday

Career Services Center’s

Greg Barnette/Herald
Junior forward Courtney Lee takes the ball through Florida Atlantic senior guard Brent Crews,
left, and sophomore forward Carlos Monroe. Lee scored 20 points throughout the night.
Junior
guard
Tyrone
Brazelton led the Toppers with
23 points, while junior forward
Courtney Lee contributed 20
points and four rebounds, as
Western shot 52 percent from
the field and 80 percent from
the line for the game.

Lawson and Louisville the championship game.
coach Sandy Pearsall said
“Western and us, I think
they postponed the game started about the same year
because
of
p l a y i n g , ”
injury
conPearsall said.
cerns. Lawson
“It’s a nice thing
said a makeup
for us to have,
game could be
and a nice rivalannounced later
ry to start up.”
this spring.
After a threeLast year, the
city,116-mile
Lady Toppers
— Alana Towns road trip over
d e f e a t e d
outfielder the last three
Louisville 6weekends, the
4 in the pool
Lady Toppers
play of the Red and Black return home for a 2 p.m.
Cardinal Tournament, but doubleheader today against
lost to the Cardinals 3-1 in Austin Peay.

“I guess we’re starting to adapt to the
cold weather, so we
were ready to play.”

The Toppers struck out at
the plate 34 times, opposed to
Purdue’s 21.
“I thought this weekend,
them having a pretty veteran
ball club and us having a very
young ball club, really, really
showed,” Finwood said.
The Toppers’ only score
on Sunday came from
freshman outfielder Troy
Frazier’s first career home
run. Frazier went 6-for-10
with two runs and two RBIs
over the weekend.
“We played a good ball club,
so it was nice to get a few hits,”
Frazier said. “But obviously
they were better than us this
weekend.”
Reach Will Perkins
at sports@wkuherald.com.
means that I have to work some
more and will peak during the
outdoor season.”
Despite coming up short,
their coach thought they had
good attitudes.
“They were all upbeat,”
coach Curtiss Long said. “They
all ran well. They were all glad
with their performance.”
Western competes next in
the Georgia Invitational, March
16 and 17.
Reach Chris Acree
at sports@wkuherald.com.

SBC Tournament Notebook

Attendance sparse in dome
By Ed Lukins
David Harten
Herald reporters

and

LAFAYETTE, La. — More
than 700 miles from Bowling Green,
turnout was expectedly low.
Attendance for Western’s
men’s quarterfinal match-up
with Florida-Atlantic Sunday
night was officially listed at
556, nearly all of which were
friends and family members.
A’Darius Pegues, a redshirt
freshman for the Toppers, did
his best to ignite the crowd and
positioned himself amongst the
most animated of the FloridaAtlantic cheering section.
The cavernous Cajundome
seats 12,068.

Hardcore fans make trip

Though their team’s chances
were slim, six Florida Atlantic
fans drove the 935 miles from
Boca Raton, Fla., to Lafayette
in 13 hours to see the No. 6
seeded Owls fall to Western 8681 on Sunday.
With their school’s band, mascot and cheerleaders missing, all
six were in full gear, face paint

Brazelton connected on four
free throws and hit a threepointer in the final two-plus
minutes as the Toppers fought
to preserve their lead.
“I was very proud of how our
guys played in terms of their
physical effort and their focus

and the Owls’ mascot’s head.
“Win or lose, it doesn’t matter,” Florida Atlantic student
Sam Rosenfeld said. “We came
here to have fun and support
our team.”

Parody in men’s tourney

The four men’s quarterfinal
games on Sunday were decided
by seven points or fewer, and featured two upsets. South Alabama,
the No. 1 seed fell to No. 8 Middle
Tennessee 63-60 in overtime.
North Texas, the No. 5 seed,
held off No. 4 Louisiana-Monroe
77-71 in overtime in the second
game of the afternoon.

Women’s crowd spirit
also lacking

Like the men’s games, the
atmosphere was somewhat
lacking from poor turnout. The
small crowd made its presence
known with very vocal support.
The games were low in student
presence as many of the schools’
classes resumed on Monday.
Reach the reporters
at sports@wkuherald.com.

on the game plan,” he said.
Western will await its slim
hopes in the National Invitation
Tournament when pairings are
announced Sunday.
Reach Ed Lukins
at sports@wkuherald.com.

Bush motorcade drives
by field

A fundraiser for Sen. Mitch
McConnell had President
George W. Bush in Louisville
on Friday. Air Force One was
visible landing at the airport
from UImer Stadium.
Later in the day, when the
president returned to the airport, his motorcade could be
seen on southbound Interstate
65 just past the scoreboard at
the stadium.
Reach Andrew Robinson
at sports@wkuherald.com.

WKU

Spring

It’s

FRE

E!

JOB FAIR
WEDNESDAY

MARCH 28th

@

1 to 4 pm

the Carroll Knicely
Conference Center

(Western’s South Campus)

Meet FACE to FACE with
company representatives!
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Tennis

Both men’s and women’s teams lose to Eastern
By Ryne Dunkelberger
Herald reporter

t

Both Western’s men’s
and women’s teams looked
to bounce back this weekend
against rival Eastern Kentucky
after their recent skids.
Neither were able to pull out
of their slumps.
The men fell in a competitive 4-3 match to the Colonels
on Friday.
Western started the match
up 1-0 with a victory in
doubles play. Brothers Chad
True and Andy True defeated Florian Kiefer and Mario
Simic 9-8 to move their
record to 7-1.
“It could have gone either
way, so for us to pull it out
was a huge confidence builder,”
junior Chad True said.
No. 1 single Chad True led
the Toppers with a 7-5, 4-6,
6-0 victory. Freshman Thomas
Krug won the only other singles
match, 6-1, 7-5.
“It didn’t turn out the
way we wanted, but there
were definite bright spots
throughout the day,” Chad
True said.
The Lady Toppers did not
fare as well as the men, falling
to the Colonels 5-2.

At No. 6 singles, junior
Holly Kell secured the only win
for Western with a 6-0, 6-1
thrashing.
Like the men, the women
fought to win the doubles
point, winning two out of three
matches.
“It was one of those matches where if one or two things
would have gone our way,
we would have had a better
chance to pull it out,” junior
Brittany Waiz said. “They
were stronger than what we
expected them to be coming
into the match.”
Saturday proved no better for the Lady Toppers, as
they fell to Lipscomb 4-3.
Sophomore Erin Fulkerson
and senior Christina Hall
won the only two singles
matches with identical scores
of 7-5, 6-0.
Junior Whitney Robards
and Fulkerson improved
their record to 2-3 with an
8-4 victory.
Freshman Francis Trigg and
Hall won the last doubles match
of the day 8-3 to grab the doubles point.
Reach Ryne Dunkelberger
at sports@wkuherald.com.

Scott McIntyre/Herald
Henderson junior Whitney Robards returns a serve during a doubles match against Eastern Kentucky Friday at the Total
Fitness tennis gym on Three Springs Road.

Club Sports Roundup

NOW OPEN

u The Dodgeball Club
had its second semester event
Sunday in the Preston Center.
“Rule #73” continues to lead
the standings with an 8-1 record.
“Pike Garnet” (8-2), “S.C.K.”
(6-3), “Go Gettas” (5-4) and
“Pike Gold” (4-6) round out the
rest of the top five.

“We ironed out some of the
kinks, came up with a better
schedule and settled on a clear
set of rules,” freshman Josh
Raymer said.
The club will resume competition after spring break.
u The women’s lacrosse
club defeated Centre College

7-6 Sunday.
Junior Jennie Blair and sophomore Olivia Padgett led the team
with three goals apiece, with
junior Jess Cole adding another.
u The men’s inline roller
hockey team fell short in the
Great Plains Collegiate Inline
Hockey League playoffs.

On Saturday, Western finished the regular season with a
7-7 tie against Kansas State.
Senior Tim Hannigan led the
Toppers with a game-high three
goals. Senior Tony Huynh, one
of four other Toppers to score,
contributed the game-tying
powerplay goal.

NEW TO
HOT YOGA?
Aikijutsu, Kali, Jujutsu
Registering ages 3-Adult. No Contracts.
Cambridge Square
830 Fairview Ave.

Student & Faculty
w/ ID

10% Off
Classes

Bring a friend & get
1/2 price class.

Mon-Fri: 4-7pm
843-5617
www.bgdojo.com

For Rent

•••••••••••••••••••
Cabell Gardens Fall 2007
Executive apartments, one
block from WKU, 3 bdrm.,
$250 each, parking, W/D, all
appliances. 1504 Park St.
270-781-9182
•••••••••••••••••••
1, 2 & 3 Bdrms. New 21
Station Fitness Center and
Business Center! Adjacent to
WKU Shuttle! Call 842-4063
cameronpark@bellsouth.net
•••••••••••••••••••
***For Rent***
Large Upstairs apartment.No
yard. 1,800 Sq Ft,
4 bedroom 2 baths. $675/mo.
Large Kitchen living room
combo. Located at 2048
Russellville Rd. Apt 2. For
more information call:
Days 270-843-8722
Evenings 270-535-2886
•••••••••••••••••••

For Rent
•••••••••••••••••••

All Utilities Paid!
1 BR $519; 2 BR $579
3 Minutes to Campus!
New Hardwood! Sparkling
Pool! Now Pre-Leasing for
Summer/Fall Semester. Limited
Availability!Call 781-5471
www.greenhavenapartments.com

•••••••••••••••••••
3 and 4 Bedroom
Duplexes. Two-car garage.
$950-995 per mo. Location
near water park. 782-1863
•••••••••••••••••••
Close to WKU. 1 Bedroom
apartment. $325/mo. + deposit
& some utilities. Call 796-7949
•••••••••••••••••••

City of Bowling Green
Summer Aquatics Positions
Applications are currently being accepted for the following Parks and
Recreation Aquatics positions for the Sims Aquatic Center. Hours,
salaries, and job requirements will vary, depending upon positions.
*Pool Attendant I &II
*Pool Lifeguards I & II
*Swim Instructors I & II
*Water Aerobics Instructor
*Concession/Admission Manager

*Recreational Staff Assistant I
*Pool Manager & Assistant Pool Manager
*Swim Coach & Assistant Swim Coach
*Laborer

Interested individuals should obtain an employment application from the Human Resources Department in
City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling Green or from our website at www.bgky.org.

The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer and a Drug Free-Workplace.

Publisher’s Notice: All real estate advertised in this newspaper is subject to the
Fair Housing Act of 1968 which makes it illegal to advertise “any preference,
limitation, or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin, handicapped status, families with children, or any intention to make such
a preference, limitation or discrimination.” This newspaper will not knowingly
accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of the law. Our readers
are hereby informed that all dwellings advertised in this newspaper are available
on an equal opportunity basis. Please notify the Fair Housing Council at 502-5833247 or 1-800-558-3247 if you feel there has been a violation.

793-0011
730 Fairview Avenue
where the bodies are hot in bowling green
www.hotyogabowlinggreen.com

For Rent

4 Bedroom
2 Bath House
Across From New SAE House
Newly Remodeled Inside
Very Large Bedrooms
Extra Nice
$1,100 per Month
782-7885
•••••••••••••••••••
1328 Adams St., very nice, 2
bedroom apt., $375/mo., no
pets, lease and deposit
required. Call 846-2397
•••••••••••••••••••

Miscellaneous

•••••••••••••••••••
Guys and girls haircuts $5.00.
Barber College of South
Central Kentucky. 782-3261
•••••••••••••••••••

Help Wanted
•••••••••••••••••••
HELP WANTED
Retail Sales. Part-time/
full-time. Competitive wages
and flexible hours. Must be
available weekends and
holidays. Excellent
communication and computer
skills required. Prior sales
helpful. Some heavy lifting
required. Apply in person:
Bandy Bedding
1785 Campbell Ln.
Bowling Green, KY 42104
(Entrance to Greenwood Mall)
•••••••••••••••••••
Mid-South Paint and Design
is looking for a hardworking
person for deliveries, sales and
greeting public. 20 to 30 hrs.
Weekdays, Mon - Fri,
Saturdays 8-12, no nights.
Qualifications include
friendliness, dependable, paint
knowledge and self starter. Call
Kirk at 843-0194 or come by
107 Emmett Ave.
•••••••••••••••••••

division Saturday in the Ball
State University Tournament,
with victories over DePaul and
Ohio State.
In bracket play, they were
defeated by Illinois, Indiana,
Wisconsin and Ohio State.
— Ryne Dunkelberger

Fred Meador

BODY
SHOP

10% off

collision repairs to all
Western students &
faculty
Free estimates
Pick-up and delivery
available

7100 Russellville Rd · 781-2563
Monday- Friday: 8 am- 5 pm

Help Wanted

•••••••••••••••••••
LAW CLERK
seeking WKU student
year-round in law office. Send
resume and transcript to Att.
Office Manager, 607 E. 10th
Ave., BG, KY 42101
•••••••••••••••••••
Note to Readers:
The College Heights Herald screens ads
for misleading or false claims but cannot
guarantee any ad or claim. Please use
caution when answering ads, especially
when asked to send money or provide
credit card information.

Help Wanted

•••••••••••••••••••
Retail Pool Company
Motivated student for part-time
or full-time in summer / year
round. Chemistry, biology, pool
experience helpful, but not
required. Fun working
atmosphere. Paid holidays plus
bonus pkg. Apply in person.
Aqualand Pool, Spa, and Patio.
1260 Campbell Lane.
Bowling Green, KY.
•••••••••••••••••••

Golf Division
City of Bowling Green

Applications are currently being accepted for the following
positions with the Golf Division.
*Golf Shop Attendant*Greenskeeper I*Concession Attendant*
Weekly work schedule will consist of 15-40 hours per week
(depending on the position) with weekend work required. Must
be 18+ and have ability to work well with the public. Salary will
range from $6.00-$7.80 /hr, depending upon the position.
Interested individuals should obtain an employment application from the Human Resources Department
in the City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling Green or from our website at www.bgky.org.
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity and a Drug Free-Workplace.

City of Bowling Green
CAMP COUNSELORS/RECREATIONAL STAFF ASSISTANTS
Parks & Recreation Seasonal Positions

RECREATIONAL STAFF ASSISTANT I
Works with youth, teens and adults in a variety of recreational/
sports activities; 20-25 hrs./week., evening & weekend work
required; May-August; 18+; $6.00-$7.00/hr.
CAMP COUNSELORS
Assists with Summer Fun Camp and leads group activities; some
camp counselors work with special needs children, teens &
adults. Must be knowledgeable in recreation/sports activities;
may require CPR & First Aid Certification. 40 hours per week;
May thru August; weekend work may be required.
Age 17+; $6.00-$7.00/hr.
Interested individuals should obtain an employment application from the Human Resources Department in
City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling Green or from our website at www.bgky.org.

The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer and a Drug Free-Workplace.

C Y

On Sunday, Western lost
its first round playoff match to
fourth-ranked St. Louis 10-0.
The club had just five shots on
goal.
The Toppers ended their year
with a 1-15-2 record.
u The women’s volleyball
club finished first in its flight

C Y

At Home City Ice, we offer flexible scheduling to meet your needs!
Work PT now and FT in the summer!! It’s the PERFECT job for
college students! We are currently seeking applicants for our route
delivery positions. Requirements are a good driving record, good
attitude and reliable transportation to and from work. You will be
delivering ice to our established customer base using our delivery
vehicles. Experience is not necessary…we SPECIALIZE in training
college students. We have over 40 locations throughout the Midwest
so if you’re going home for the summer, chances are we can still find a
place for you in your hometown!! For more information, check us out
at www.homecityice.com or call 843-8901

Apply online at www.homecityice.com
Or In person at 438 State St.
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Notable

•Arkansas State converted on 26 of
28 free throws in its 80-73 victory
over western last night. Indians junior
guard Adrian Banks hit all 11 of his
free throws en route to 29 points.
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Sports

Contact:
Sports editor Jason Stamm:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Sarah Wright:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Softball

Louisville
tournament
postponed
Losing streak lengthened
By Andrew Robinson
Herald reporter

Greg Barnette/Herald
Arkansas State senior guard Jim Jones struggles for possession against freshman guard A. J. Slaughter and freshman forward Jeremy
Evans during the Sun Belt Conference semi-final game, where the Toppers fell 80-73.

Indians’ hot
hands doom
Tops in semis
By Ed Lukins
Herald reporter

Greg Barnette/Herald
Arkansas State freshman forward Ashton Farmer attempts
a basket against sophomore forward Daniel Emerson and
freshman forward Jeremy Evans during last night’s Hilltopper
loss.

Go online for a
photo gallery
wkuherald.com

LAFAYETTE, La. — Here are the keys, Toppers. Start the bus.
After a victory over Florida-Atlantic in the quarterfinals of the
Sun Belt Conference Tournament, Western was ousted from the
Cajundome, faltering to Arkansas State 80-73 last night.
Despite four players in double figures, the Toppers could
not overcome 24 fouls that led to 28 Arkansas State free-throw
attempts.
The Indians converted 26 of those shots, 24 in the second half
alone.
Indians coach Dickey Nutt said the free-throw shooting was
essential in the win.
“I always tell our guys that all big games come down to making
your layups and hitting your free-throws,” he said. “In the second
half, we got to the line a lot more, and that was certainly the difference in the game.”
Arkansas State was led by junior guard Adrian Banks, who went
11-for-11 from the free-throw line, all in the second half, to finish
with a game-high 29 points.
Banks said though his team was down nine with 15 minutes to
play in the second half, he and his teammates didn’t put their heads
down.
“We play down all the time, so we weren’t in panic mode,” he
said. “To beat this kind of team, you have to show more than one
part of your game.”
Coach Darrin Horn said he knew coming in that it would be a
tough game, but that his team was a few plays from changing the
outcome.
“We had a chance at the end there to make plays, and we just
didn’t make them,” he said. “We got wide open shots that just didn’t
go in. If they go in and they don’t shoot well over their season average at the line, that’s a different story.”
See Semis,

page

LOUISVILLE — At one point Friday afternoon, coach Rachel Lawson reached down and
pulled out some of the grass in the coach’s box at
Ulmer Stadium out of frustration.
After seven errors in a 5-3 loss to Akron,
Lawson might have wanted to pull her hair out,
too.
“We played terrible defense,” Lawson said.
“Anytime you play defense like that against any
Division-I team, you are most likely going to end
up on the losing end of things.”
Before that game, a strong wind blowing
straight out to center propelled a sixth-inning
Bradley home run by Alycia Bachkora that put
the Braves past Western 3-2 Friday morning.
Western’s losing streak is now at 11 games.
Alana Towns went 3-3 against Bradley,
including a double and a triple in her homecoming back to Louisville.
“I tried to go to the plate with a clear mind,”
Towns said. “I was just trying to relax and focus
on the mechanics that we’ve been working on all
year long.”
Freezing temperatures and snow showed up
Saturday. Tournament officials adjusted the
schedule Thursday to only play games Friday
and Sunday to avoid the bad weather.
See Postponed,

page
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Track and field

Seconds keep
sprinters out of
championships
Three came close, but fell short
By Chris Acree
Herald reporter

With a bid to the NCAA Indoor Track and
Field Championships hanging in the balance,
three Western sprinters were close to the qualifying mark, but not close enough.
Junior Alecia Brown and seniors Carita Cole
and Dennis Mitchell had one “last chance” to
prove themselves worthy to compete on a national
stage.
That chance came — and went — Saturday at
the Alex Wilson Invitational at Notre Dame.
Cole was the first to run in the women’s 60meter. She had already broken the indoor race
record this season.
After getting fifth place in the preliminaries,
she shaved three one-hundredths of a second off
her time in the finals, finishing in 7.56 seconds.
This put her a little over a 10th of a second behind
the NCAA provincial qualifying time of 7.44
seconds.
In the women’s 400-meter, Brown’s 55.93
seconds was over a second behind the provincial
qualifying time.

14

See Sprinters,

page
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Baseball

Loss to Purdue ends four-game
winning streak for Toppers
B y W ill P erkins
Herald reporter

One mistake can ruin a stellar earned-run average.
Freshman pitcher Matt
Ridings learned this for the first
time in his career at Western
on Sunday.
He wasn’t alone, though.
The Toppers’ pitching staff as
a whole struggled against the
lively bats of Purdue.
Western (5-4) used 10 different pitchers over the weekend while none of its starters took the mound past the
fourth inning.
The Toppers succumbed
to Purdue 13-1 in the threegame series finale Sunday at
Denes Field.

“We pitched atrociously,”
coach Chris Finwood said.
“We weren’t good at all on
the mound, and when that
happens, everything kind of
snowballs on you.”
The Boilermakers (4-2)
outscored the Toppers 35-12,
sweeping the series. Purdue
picked up a 10-6 win Friday,
and a 12-5 victory Saturday.
Friday’s
loss
ended
Western’s four-game winning
streak.
The
Toppers
host
Vanderbilt (14-0), ranked No.
1 by Collegiate Baseball, at 4
p.m. Tuesday, then travel to
Louisville (6-5) for a 3 p.m.
start Wednesday.
Ridings (2-1) faced nine

batters and threw 43 pitches
in the first inning of Sunday’s
contest.
After loading the bases with
the first three batters, Ridings
rebounded with two consecutive strikeouts.
One strike away from escaping the jam, Ridings’ 2-2 pitch
was smashed up the middle
by sophomore infielder John
Cummins, driving in two runs.
Cummins’ two-out single
began a rally that ended with a
5-0 Boilermakers’ lead.
“They’re an aggressive
club,” senior pitcher Liam
Shanahan said. “We didn’t
locate, plain and simple.”
S e e L o ss , P a g e 1 4
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Jordan Pendley/Herald
Sophomore J. B. Paxson tumbles over Purdue sophomore Kyle Reesing as Reesing slides into
home plate for one of two runs during the sixth inning. Purdue won with a score of 10-6.
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